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the swedish national defence col-
lege is currently going through one of the 
most turbulent periods in its long and dis-
tinguished history. Much of the debate that 
has caught the public eye has been about 
how, and at what cost, the Defence College 
is fulfilling its mission. However, at various 
moments the debates about bureaucratic 
efficiency have been joined by questions 
about deeper substance as well. The debate 
about the College’s mission is heavily col-
oured by the fact that Försvarshögskolan 
became a university in January 2008 and 
particularly by the fact that this achieve-
ment was accompanied by a whole host 
of, often novel, demands and expectations 
concerning the institution’s education and 
research. The core mission of the College 
is not in doubt: it is the education of of-
ficers. This task is supported by research, 
which should also help inform Swedish 
society on issues of defence and security. 
However, working out the relationship be-
tween academic, higher educational norms 
and values on the one hand, and vocational 
educational demands of the military pro-
fession on the other, has been a hotly de-
bated topic. This has particularly afflicted 
one of the core – and for Sweden, unique 
– subjects that is taught and researched at 
FHS: krigsvetenskap, or loosely translated 
into English, war studies. Krigsvetenskap 
is both an old professional subject and (at 

least in Sweden) a new academic one. A 
not uncommon view is that there exists a 
fundamental, and to some perhaps irrecon-
cilable, tension between the academisation 
of the subject and professional relevance. 
 In this contribution, I want to examine 
whether this is the case with respect to one 
of the sub-fields that makes up the subject 
of krigsvetenskap at the Defence College: 
military strategy.2 As the first occupant of 
the chair in military strategy at Försvars-
högskolan, I will lay out my understanding 
of military strategy, its relationship with 
krigsvetenskap, its relevance for officer 
education in the 21st century and present 
some ideas on the basic value of research in 
this field. Let me add immediately that de-
spite my official position, this is of course 
a personal view whose weight derives ul-
timately from quality of argument. I will 
start off by situating ‘military strategy’ in 
a historical, bureaucratic-professional con-
text, which will serve to outline what I see 
as the fundamental challenge to the field 
and its continuing relevance. Then, I will 
slowly stray beyond the narrow confines 
of a discussion of military strategy. After 
addressing a number of misconceptions 
which seem to afflict not simply the under-
standing and usefulness of military strategy 
at FHS but also krigsvetenskap in general, 
I will conclude with some observations on 
the challenges the College as a whole faces 
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and which, in my opinion, it needs to ad-
dress. The debate concerning the profes-
sional and academic quality of the Swedish 
military’s premier educational institution 
can be considered too important to be left 
to the colonels and professors found within 
the walls of the Defence College. The re-
cent turbulence indicates that the College is 
struggling to fulfill the mandate entrusted 
to it by Swedish society. Försvarshögsko-
lan needs help. It is an institution that is 
too important to fail. The military remain 
a vital instrument of state and they need, 
and deserve, the best learning environment 
they can get. It seems appropriate therefore 
to publish these reflections outside the Col-
lege, in the Kungl Krigsvetenskapsakade-
miens Handlingar och Tidskrift, to inform 
a broader, interested audience and invite it 
to join in the debate about the future direc-
tion of Försvarshögskolan. 

The Rise and Fall of  
Military Strategy
‘Military strategy’ is, of course, a pleo-
nasm. The adjective is superfluous as its 
meaning is already contained within the 
noun. ‘Strategy’ is a composite of the 
Greek words for army, ‘stratos’, and to 
lead, ‘agein’. Hence, in ancient Greek, the 
military commander was called ‘strategos’. 
The activities associated with commanding 
armies however did not receive a special 
denomination until 240 years ago. Byzan-
tine military handbooks, for example, were 
almost interchangeably called ‘Taktika’ or 
‘Strategikon’ and covered a whole range of 
activities from what we would now regard 
as the purely tactical to the strategic. It was 
these writings, and in particular the hand-
books attributed to the emperors Maurice 
(r. 582–602) and Leo (r. 886–912), which 
inspired the soldier and military writer Joly 

de Maizeroy (1719–1780) first to intro-
duce the word ‘strategy’ into the French 
language as stratégique in the 1770’s. De-
fined as ‘la science du général, même de 
l’homme d’état’ (‘the science of the general, 
and even the statesman’). Maizeroy coined 
the term as a complement to the already 
popular term tactique and claimed that it 
was ‘quelque chose de plus élevé’ (‘some-
thing more elevated’). Whereas he saw tac-
tique as a geometrical science whose princi-
ples and rules could be defined, learnt and 
methodically applied, stratégique belonged 
‘du ressort de la dialectique, c’est-à-dire, de 
la faculté la plus sublime de l’esprit, du rai-
sonnement.’ (‘the sphere of the dialectical, 
that is to the highest faculty of the spirit, 
of reason.’)3

 Both tactique and stratégique were in-
vented, and proved successful, because 
they met a socio-bureaucratic and an in-
tellectual need. The deepening bureaucra-
tisation and the emerging professionalisa-
tion of European armed forces in the 18th 
century called for a special language to de-
scribe their activities in distinction from 
other walks of life. Within the profession-
alising bureaucracy specific terms served 
a further need in defining and separating 
various functions and, in the case of tactics 
and strategy, helping to establish a func-
tional hierarchy. Intellectually, the inven-
tion of tactique and stratégique fit in with 
the ambitions of the Enlightenment project 
which sought to understand and map every 
field of human endeavour, including war.
 The fact that stratégique is now an ad-
jective in French (as it should be accord-
ing to the formal rules of word formation) 
suggests that the term did not immediately 
catch on in its home country (unlike tac-
tique which is now both a noun and an ad-
jective). Translated as Strategie it proved 
more immediately popular in neighbour-
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command of large-scale operations, etc.’).7 
Such understandings suggested that most 
half-decent officers could acquire the skills 
necessary for conducting strategy.
 Clausewitz, rightly, had much fun with 
the unhelpful, pseudo-scientific descrip-
tions of Bülow and Berenhorst which re-
duced strategy and tactics to an essential-
ly meaningless activity. However, even he 
struggled to resist the temptation of defin-
ing strategy as a narrow, distinct, essential-
ly military professional activity that could 
be taught and learnt successfully by all of-
ficers. As everyone knows, Clausewitz in-
fused war with meaning by defining it as 
a political instrument. However, his defi-
nition of strategy as the use of force to 
achieve the political object of the war, did 
not establish conclusively, either in intellec-
tual or organisational terms, the ways in 
which the political made itself felt in war 
and how war could best be made to serve 
political interests. On the contrary, his def-
inition of war as the use of force to make 
the enemy do one’s will, led to an argument 
that suggested that all political objectives 
were best served by a singular process of 
making one’s enemy defenceless through 
decisive battle.8 Such a definition of the 
strategic object, which was widely shared 
by the veterans of the Napoleonic wars 
(most prominently Jomini), possessed the 
great advantage of providing a seemingly 
clear-cut professional remit for the military. 
Destroying the enemy’s armed forces was a 
job they could do independently, without 
requiring constant political oversight and 
inviting potential meddling. The military 
architect of Germany’s Wars of Unifica-
tion, Field Marshal Helmuth von Moltke 
(1800–1891), expressed what became a 
typical professional view in his 1871 essay 
on ‘Strategy’:

ing Germany and thus the term was prob-
ably reimported, as stratégie, into French 
around 1800.4 Words, and even word for-
mations, therefore change, adapt and are 
adopted in often unpredictable ways. Trac-
ing the early definitions of ‘strategy’, as we 
may call it from here on, confirms this fur-
ther. A political dimension was integral to 
Maizeroy’s understanding of strategy. Like 
the French generals of his generation, he 
could not yet see the job of a general as 
non-political in content. He was also elit-
ist by associating strategy with the ‘sub-
lime’ science of reason. Both qualities, 
the political and the elitist, quickly came 
under threat. Early German definitions, 
for example, narrowed it down. Heinrich 
von Bülow (1757–1807), who famous-
ly tried to reduce all war including strat-
egy to invariable geometrical principles, 
wrote that ‘Strategie ist die Wissenschaft 
kriegerischer Bewegungen außerhalb dem 
Gesichts kreis des Feindes, Taktik innerh-
alb desselben.’ (‘Strategy is the science of 
military manoeuvres outside the enemy’s 
range of view, tactics is the same within 
his range of view.’)5 But even more enlight-
ened and open-minded authorities thought 
along similar lines. Georg Heinrich von Be-
renhorst (1733–1814) proposed that ‘Die 
Strategie sei die Kunst zu marschieren, die 
Taktik die Kunst sich zu schlagen’ (‘Strat-
egy is the art of marching, tactics the art 
of fighting’).6 Gerhard von Scharnhorst 
(1755–1813), Clausewitz’s teacher and 
driving force behind the Prussian military 
reform movement that was instrumental 
in overthrowing Napoleon, believed rath-
er vaguely but also narrowly, that strate-
gy was ‘the art’ (die Kunst) which had as 
its object ‘die Anordnung zum Feldzuge, 
die Leitung der Operationen in Großen 
u.s.w.’ (‘the arranging of campaigns, the 
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two world wars. The victors in these con-
flicts, however, were also not wholly im-
mune the challenges the Germans faced. 
Both world wars required the unprecedent-
ed mobilisation of whole nations for war. 
This led to two conflicting pressures. On 
the one hand, there was a mounting de-
mand to turn the organisation of the whole 
war effort, and not simply the conduct of 
operations, over to the military. Many mili-
taries, both in the aptly named ‘totalitar-
ian states’ as well as in liberal democra-
cies, argued that the total mobilisation of 
society for total war required a far-reach-
ing handover of powers to them already 
in peacetime.12 More over, the all-consum-
ing effort to survive the onslaught of ‘total 
war’ made it difficult to keep a clear politi-
cal aim in view and avoid the dangers of 
all-out escalation in which war ended up 
only serving itself.13 This led to a counter-
vailing pressure which demanded the overt 
politicisation of strategy. The term ‘grand 
strategy’ was invented to reflect not sim-
ply the need to master all the resources of 
the state to further the national interest, of 
which the primary one was the survival of 
the state, but also the requirement to retain 
overall civilian, political-instrumental con-
trol over war. 
 But even so, since the understanding of 
the political stakes involved in the world 
wars and also later in the Cold War were 
existential – the total victory of capitalist 
democracy over fascism and later commu-
nism – the appropriate military strategy 
appeared to be one of overthrow, of mak-
ing one’s enemy defenceless, in order pave 
the way for regime change. The fact that 
both the First and the Second World Wars 
did not ultimately descend into Hobbesian 
wars of all against all was largely due to 
two factors. First, only the Nazis desig-
nated whole nations as their enemy. Both 

Policy makes use of war to gain its ob-
jects, it acts with decisive influence at the 
opening and at the end of the war in such 
a way as either to increase its claims dur-
ing the progress of war or to be satisfied 
with lesser gains. With this uncertainty 
strategy cannot but always direct its ef-
forts towards the highest goal attainable 
with the means at disposal. It thereby 
serves policy best, and only works for 
the object of policy, but completely inde-
pendent of policy in its actions.9 

Moltke penned this essay fresh from the 
experience of the Franco-Prussian War in 
which he had his second bruising wartime 
experience with political interference from 
the Prussian prime minister, Otto von Bis-
marck. Bismarck had prevailed, much to 
Moltke’s chagrin, in moulding military 
operations according to his political wish-
es at critical strategic moments, after the 
1866 battle of Königgrätz against the Aus-
trians and again during the siege of Paris 
in 1871.10 Bismarck’s successes, however, 
were exceptional. The trend was towards 
separation from politics and towards the 
narrow professionalisation of the military 
as ‘the managers of violence’.11 Everywhere 
in Europe, the military became a distinct 
bureaucracy which was populated by offic-
ers who made an exclusive lifetime career 
in the military and who jealously guarded 
their professional sphere of activity. 
 It should be added that in many coun-
tries narrow military professionalisation 
was also favoured by governments and 
politicians since it promised to keep the 
military out of politics. However, this sep-
aration into discrete spheres of activity 
could create significant problems when it 
came to war. The German officer corps is 
the most famous example of a professional 
group who ultimately found that their pro-
fessionally favoured military strategy failed 
to translate into political success. They lost 
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vice may have receded. But, on the whole, 
military advice has rarely been wholeheart-
edly welcomed by the elected Western po-
litical leaders because the stakes in recent 
conflicts were not considered commensu-
rate with the cost associated with the pro-
posed military options. The military may 
argue – and they often do – that politicians 
simply do not understand how war works 
and that the paradigm of overwhelming 
force works best. To quote a typical com-
ment by the commandant of the US Marine 
Corps, General David M. Shoup, secretly 
recorded on tape after what turned out to 
be the Joint Chiefs’ last advisory meeting 
with President John F. Kennedy during the 
Cuban Missile Crisis:

He [President Kennedy] finally got 
around to the word “escalation.” That’s 
the only goddamn thing that’s in the 
whole trick. Go in and out and get eve-
ry goddamn one [of the Soviet missiles in 
Cuba]. Escalation, that’s it.
 Somebody’s got to keep them from do-
ing the goddam thing piecemeal. That’s 
our problem. Go in there and friggin’ 
around with the missiles. You’re screwed. 
Go in there and frig around with the lift. 
You’re screwed. [In the background, the 
famously hawkish US Air Force chief of 
staff and former Strategic Air Command 
commander, General Curtis LeMay, is 
heard to interject ‘That’s right.’] You’re 
screwed, screwed, screwed. Some god-
damn thing, some way, that they either 
do the son of a bitch and do it right, and 
quit friggin’ around.15

Such colourful language may be used rare-
ly in the military’s direct dealings with their 
political masters, but it expresses well the 
central tenor of much military advice on 
how to conduct war to this day. The ar-
guments over Kosovo between NATO gov-
ernments and the politically tone-deaf US 
Air Force general tasked with directing 

the USSR and the liberal democracies be-
lieved their main enemies consisted of un-
popular regimes. They therefore directed 
their military efforts primarily against the 
agents protecting the regime. Second, even 
the Germans turned out to subscribe to a 
system of conventions which kept war by 
and large limited to a fight between regu-
lar, conventional armies and which also de-
creed that war would end with the destruc-
tion of opponent’s armed forces and the 
occupation of the capital.14 
 So the experience of the world wars led 
to two contradictory conclusions. On the 
one hand, there was a strong perception 
both in the capitalist and communist camp 
(though perhaps for slightly different rea-
sons) that war was a political instrument. 
On the other hand, war was believed to 
be so serious that it could only be justified 
by high stakes. This supported the already 
strongly established professional military 
strategic paradigm which called for making 
the enemy defenceless through the use of 
overwhelming force. Nonetheless, during 
the Cold War, the threat nuclear escalation 
made that military advice proffered in line 
with this paradigm did not generally meet 
with a welcoming political response. Hence 
the sacking of General Douglas MacArthur 
during the Korean War when he began to 
advocate widening the war to China with 
the use of nuclear weapons. Hence also the 
speedy exclusion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
from advising the decision-making process 
in the White House during the 1962 Cu-
ban Missile Crisis. In Vietnam, loosing the 
war ultimately appeared a more acceptable 
outcome to the US political leadership than 
following the military strategic advice that 
was on offer.
 Since the end of the Cold War, with the 
waning nuclear threat, the risks associat-
ed with paradigmatic military strategic ad-
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the air operations against Serbia presents 
one notable recent example.16 His military 
superior, the Supreme Allied Commander 
Europe, US Army General Wesley Clark, 
tried to broker strategy between USAF and 
NATO only to find himself sandwiched 
in-between an uncomprehending US Joint 
Chiefs and US Air Force on the one hand, 
and the politically cautious US and Euro-
pean governments on the other. Clark soon 
lost his job, suggesting that he did not pos-
sess the politico-military skills of generals 
George Washington, Ulysses S. Grant and 
Dwight Eisenhower who went on to be-
come US Presidents. However, his illustri-
ous predecessors had also been far luckier 
generals than Clark in having been called 
upon to fight wars in which professionally 
preferred strategies were more closely at-
tuned to the overall political objectives.
 The challenge of ‘modern war’, to quote 
the title of Wesley Clark’s memoir, is how 
to generate politically desired effects with 
the limited application of force. The combi-
nation of limited political commitment and 
limited use of force makes contemporary 
wars, as Clausewitz already argued, more 
deeply permeated by the political than the 
total wars of the 20th century. Arguably, 
the US presents an extreme example and 
the smaller European powers may possess 
militaries with a more sophisticated strate-
gic practice which is more attuned to po-
litical demands. I do not, however, know 
of many countries in the developed world 
where the military have a generally high 
opinion of their political masters’ under-
standing of the nature of war and for what 
they see as the requirements for success. It 
is notable that in all the interventions since 
the end of the Cold War, the militaries in 
these countries have strongly and consist-
ently resisted becoming embroiled in war. 
When intervention could not be avoided 

and when only limited resources were com-
mitted, the overwhelming desire was to 
avoid the use of force in operations and to 
keep them limited to peacekeeping.17 The 
fact that many interventions have nonethe-
less willy-nilly slid towards war, as the cur-
rent war in Afghanistan once again pain-
fully illustrates, underlines not only the 
general abhorrence our societies and our 
militaries have of war, but also that we, 
civilians and military, do not possess any 
clear ideas of how to conduct such wars 
deliberately and effectively, or in short, 
strategically. That message was powerful-
ly put forward by one of the few eminent 
modern military thinkers and practitioners, 
Rupert Smith, in his 2005 book The Utility 
of Force. Smith rightly argued that the tra-
ditional professional paradigm of war had 
its day. It presents a way of war that is no 
longer politically acceptable and, critically, 
it does not win wars against the new politi-
cal actors that are emerging in the world. 
 We have begun to inch our way towards 
new conceptualisations and practices of 
war.18 This is a difficult and unsettling ex-
perience. It threatens to erase, or at least 
blur, the established boundaries between 
the military and the civil, and in particu-
lar between the military and the political. 
It goes against the trend of the ever further-
going functional bureaucratic specialisation 
that is so characteristic of modern socie-
ties. The distinctions between grand strat-
egy, military strategy, operations and tac-
tics, which sought to divide war into neat 
spheres of responsibility and action, are 
fading. We see a compression in the levels 
of war which were so painstakingly devel-
oped over the past two centuries and which 
was given such intricate doctrinal and bu-
reaucratic form in hierarchical military or-
ganisations.19 And if that is indeed what is 
happening, then the relative importance of 
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strategy, shorn of the adjective ‘military’, 
is increasing. Strategy provides the bridge 
between the political and the military. It is 
the vehicle, or the mechanism if you like, 
that gives the military meaning and pur-
pose. Separated from the political, the mili-
tary, and what we still regard as their spe-
cial attribute or expertise, the application 
of organised armed force, make no sense. 
It should be added, of course, that a pri-
mary focus on force should not preclude a 
consideration of other means which armed 
forces could deploy or develop, now and in 
the future, to achieve political effect. The 
West’s military operations of the past two 
decades have demonstrated that we do not 
understand very well how to use of force 
in a politically effective way, nor do we un-
derstand very well how the military more 
broadly can contribute to generating posi-
tive political effect. The great challenge of 
understanding how war works therefore 
suggests strongly that strategy, and by im-
plication the field of war studies, should be 
an intellectually open-minded and wide-
ranging field of study. That is a particular-
ly appropriate mission for the institutions 
which provide higher education for armed 
forces. 
 I just wrote that strategy should be 
shorn of the adjective ‘military’. I reiterate 
that, for one thing, adding ‘military’ is re-
dundant. For another thing, if other fields 
of human endeavour, like the business 
world,20 can appropriate the term strat-
egy without any specifier, then surely the 
military can, with their claim to birthright. 
Most importantly, however, the emergence 
of the adjective can be seen to reflect an 
attempt to protect the military profession 
against unwelcome encroachments from 
outsiders which is now threatening to back-
fire by making the field unfit for purpose. 
No longer (if it ever could) can the military 

achieve success independently of politics. 
Dropping the adjective might thus assist in 
no longer feeding the fiction that strategy 
can be an independent, unpolitical, pure-
ly professional activity. At the same time, I 
note that the chair I occupy still bears the 
tag ‘military strategy’ and that professors 
should perhaps be careful with redefining 
their field and appearing to wish them-
selves away. So, for now, it may be advis-
able to keep the designation as long as this 
does not preclude, I say it again, an intel-
lectually open-minded and wide-ranging 
approach to the field which is not in any 
way barred from identifying and discussing 
the central issues.

(Militär)strategi, Krigsveten-
skap and Försvarshögskolan: 
Some Further Challenges and 
Common Fallacies
Developing an open-minded and broad ap-
proach to militärstrategi and krigsveten-
skap at FHS that permits a focus on the 
central issues, while respecting both aca-
demic and military professional expecta-
tions and needs, has been a difficult proc-
ess. Many of the more serious ideas that 
have been put forward as providing help 
in developing the subject can be character-
ised as rather conservative and narrow re-
sponses to the challenges that the subject 
and beyond it, the College, faces. Some of 
the more popular ideas seem, at the very 
least, to require careful, additional thought, 
while a number, I will suggest, should per-
haps even be rejected as unhelpful. 
 Much ink has been spilled and many 
hours spent within FHS on defining the 
subject of krigsvetenskap and writing an 
endless series of ämnesplaner. The subject 
is, rightly, seen as central to the military 
profession and the education of officers. It 
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definable tasks to perform. If there is a role 
for academics, it is to support and help de-
velop the ability of the professionals to ex-
ecute the tasks as efficiently as possible by 
handing them solutions. Often one finds 
the medical profession and its relationship 
with medical academic research referred to 
as an example to be imitated. I have two 
major reservations about this. First, the 
comparison with the medical profession 
should not be pushed too far. Medics cut 
up the body into areas of specialisation. 
War, and certainly modern war, resists this 
kind of dissection and compartmentalisa-
tion and associated task specialisation.23 
Furthermore, medics do not enjoy the kind 
of variegated career structure that the mili-
tary do. Medical specialists specialise and 
thus stay in their narrow field through-
out their careers. Some become professors, 
most just stay doctors. They do not move 
up the ranks from lieutenant to lieutenant-
general and are not challenged in the same 
way by the officer’s requirement of an ever 
expanding skills set and range of expertise. 
General Practitioners – the doctors who 
look at the body as a whole – mostly stay 
ordinary, lowly GPs. In the medical profes-
sion, specialists rule the field. In war, spe-
cialists lose, generalists win.
 My second reservation is that the empha-
sis on traditional understandings of profes-
sion and the comparison with the medical 
world suggest that the military face narrow 
technical challenges which can be solved 
with narrowly technical means. That kind 
of approach holds serious dangers. First, 
war is fundamentally different from the 
medical world in that the military deal with 
a highly developed animate object: a think-
ing opponent. Second, the world of war is 
politically and morally contentious to a de-
gree that is not shared by those who fight 
disease. The study and teaching of war and 

is also, again rightly, seen as a unique sub-
ject. Krigsvetenskap seeks to understand 
what war is and how it works. And giv-
en the College’s task to provide vocational 
professional training, one should add that 
krigsvetenskap also includes the study and 
teaching of how war can be made to work. 
Strategy, as I argued above, plays a special 
role in the subject, since its focus is on how 
war is given meaning and purpose through 
politics. No other academic discipline or 
vocational educational programme exclu-
sively focuses on these tasks. 
 But how do we go from here? How do 
we do krigsvetenskap? One sometimes 
hears that a subject is not defined by its 
study object but by its distinct method. 
Krigsvetenskap can therefore only become 
a full-fledged, academic subject if it devel-
ops its own distinctive analytical meth-
ods.21 The definition and development of 
method is thus our most immediate task. I 
would counsel caution against such a cat-
egorical approach. War Studies, to use for 
once deliberately the English term, avoided 
becoming a discipline in such terms. Those 
academics who clustered in this field in the 
Department of War Studies at King’s Col-
lege London, for example, came to believe 
that the problem of war was sufficiently 
daunting and important not to let it be-
come the prisoner of one or another nar-
row academic method.22 Multidisciplinary, 
even interdisciplinary, approaches should 
be the order of the day in krigsvetenskap.  
Such an approach may go against the way 
academic professionalisation moves, but, 
to paraphrase Clemenceau again, war is 
surely too important to be left in the hands 
of one discipline.
 Others argue that krigsvetenskap is 
unique because it is ‘owned’, not by a set 
of academics, but by the military profes-
sion and that this profession has a set of 
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military professionalism must engage with 
that challenge. I fully accept that there are 
parts of the military profession that require 
technical training, but that does not ap-
ply to the whole. Especially the study and 
teaching of strategy must look beyond the 
narrowly technical and put into practice 
what is the fundamental aim of higher ed-
ucation: responsibly to equip individuals 
with the intellectual skills necessary for an 
effective (and fulfilling) career. 
 I therefore also reject the view that mil-
itary strategy is exclusively to be under-
stood as a level of command and that at the 
centre of its education should be the teach-
ing of staff routines and strategic planning 
procedures, with perhaps a scientific com-
ponent provided by leadership studies to 
teach the exercise of command. These are, 
of course, important issues to the profes-
sion and should be part of the curriculum. 
But, as I argued in the first section, such 
a narrow technical approach has a spotty 
historical record when it comes to deliver-
ing success in war. It is therefore question-
able whether they should be at the centre 
of teaching strategy. One could further add 
that bureaucratic practice and procedure is 
a constantly moving target with which ed-
ucation would constantly be playing catch-
up. Not only do national staff and plan-
ning practices evolve, but more critically, 
international practices vary and change. It 
is hard to argue that they are evolving to-
wards some grand common shared practice 
governed by an explicit set of stable regu-
lations. The experience of the past twenty 
years furthermore illustrates that one can-
not always safely predict which particular 
international staff or allies a Swedish of-
ficer might find him- or herself partnered 
with. Education does better by emphasising 
the variability and contingency of practice 
and focus on developing an understanding 

of the underlying factors that lead to their 
establishment and those that drive change. 
 To avoid misunderstanding, I repeat that 
practical training is an important part of 
the curriculum and that the key is achiev-
ing a balance between practice and reflex-
ive understanding. I am not sure we are 
getting the balance entirely right: we teach 
an awful lot of bureaucratic procedure and 
if a broader context is provided, it is gener-
ally a descriptive context of organization, 
from EU and NATO downwards, which is 
slowly adjusted year on year as the organi-
sations and their procedures change. This 
is not wholly a bad thing. Staff routine and 
strategic planning are critical in creating 
the predictability and dependability that a 
military institution needs to overcome chal-
lenges in an organised fashion. But they can 
easily degenerate into a sterile ‘Methodis-
mus’ which, as Clausewitz already warned, 
is unable to withstand the test of war. His-
tory is littered with examples of defeat – 
from the Prussians in 1806, to the French 
in 1940 and the US in 2003 – of inflexible 
and lazy routine and planning quickly be-
coming unstuck after the shooting started. 
We are fortunate that we face no dangers 
that can bring our states down in a mat-
ter of days. The Americans had time after 
the opening campaign in Iraq to redress 
their earlier errors and, in Afghanistan, we 
have now had nine years of repeated trial 
and error. Strategy, of all the levels of war, 
should be most careful and avoid teaching 
too much routine so as to avoid imbuing 
students with a sense of certainty that ulti-
mately may prove false. 
 This brings me to a further point. Most 
employers prefer to take on workers who 
do not require on-the-job training. The 
Swedish armed forces appear no exception 
to this rule. Hence there is a strong percep-
tion that FHS must train people to perform 
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specific functions. However, this is not how 
higher education in general is understood. 
As suggested by the fact that most higher 
education is enjoyed before one embarks 
on a lifelong career, it focuses on the in-
culcation of intellectual skills, that is on 
those skills which can last a lifetime’s use 
and which give its beneficiaries the mental 
agility and flexibility to work in a range of 
functions and positions of increasing sen-
iority and responsibility. We are fortunate 
that we have three chances at providing 
higher education at different stages of of-
ficers’ careers and so can introduce an el-
ement of functional training. However, I 
would posit that the general principle still 
holds that we do not educate for particu-
lar functions, but for a military career. This 
applies especially strongly for the higher 
courses which should last any graduate 
a good many years. The ultimate, higher 
staff course (known as HSU) teaches 35 to 
40-year-old officers who have at least an-
other fifteen to twenty years ahead of them 
before retirement. It makes little sense to 
prepare them just for the current crop of 
functions the armed forces have available. 
Such an education is in danger of becoming 
largely irrelevant within a couple of years. 
Aiming to teach for a long-term career is, 
of course, more challenging than teaching 
particular functions, especially since teach-
ers would be called upon to prepare officer-
students for positions and ranks they have 
never held themselves (another critical dif-
ference with medical education). How does 
a lieutenant-colonel, or a professor, teach 
future generals? How does one counteract 
the natural tendency in teachers to wish to 
recreate their students in their own image? 
 The issue of educating for careers, and 
not for functions, is one with which we 
have not yet engaged deeply. The solution, 
in my opinion, lies in moving education 

in a direction which privileges intellectual 
skills over practical skills and area compe-
tence over functional competence. This is 
arguably what the military profession in 
the 21st century, in the face of manifold, 
uncertain and unpredictable political, so-
cial, economic and technical challeng-
es, needs and should expect from us. The 
teaching of strategy in all programmes, and 
particularly the higher ones, is central to 
that endeavour.24 This teaching needs to be 
backed up by thorough, quality research of 
a kind that is open to highest degree of crit-
ical scrutiny. That scrutiny must include an 
international dimension to counteract the 
insularity that tempts all military organi-
sations and which perhaps poses a special 
danger to the Swedish armed forces which 
have two centuries of splendidly successful 
neutrality behind them. Research is a pre-
eminent means for identifying the central 
issues in a given field of study and practice 
and developing a sustained and critical en-
gagement with these issues. Through inter-
national publication, research opens itself 
up to quality control and improvement. 
Thus quality research provides an indis-
pensable basis for the ability to introduce 
the best thinking into the curriculum. Un-
derstood in this way, academisation should 
be considered critical to military profes-
sional career development. If done right, 
and with proper sensitivity, academisation 
helps keep the organisation alert and per-
forms the necessary function of educating 
the armed forces for future flexibility. 
 Bridging the current gap between acad-
emisation and professional relevance and 
turning the natural tension between the 
two into a strength requires strong and vi-
sionary leadership. That has been in short 
supply, especially in krigsvetenskap. The 
academisation of Försvarshögskolan is a 
strikingly recent phenomenon. The first 
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civilian professors were only appointed 
as recently as the 1990’s, and in krigsvet-
enskap only in the past decade. In a Eu-
ropean context, this is remarkably late. 
Perhaps this indicates how strongly a pro-
fessional ethos had taken hold in the Swed-
ish armed forces and how strongly defined 
the separation between the civil-political 
and military spheres in this country was. 
In a society that deeply valued democracy, 
while also seeing a need to prepare for to-
tal war, one can understand and appreci-
ate the strong desire to avert the danger 
of creating a ‘garrison state’ in peacetime. 
The Swedish model was extremely success-
ful. Although the potential mobilisation of 
society for war was taken much further in 
Sweden than anywhere else in Cold War 
Europe and North America, democracy 
was not militarised. Success is hard to beat. 
Academisation may not appear an obvious 
necessity for the many who remember and 
value this extraordinary achievement. 
 The recent scandals that have hit the re-
search side of the College’s activities have 
led to serious questions about its ability 
to maintain and deliver academic quali-
ty. They have reinforced a desire in some 
powerful quarters to reduce the academic 
component and retrench officer education 
within the armed forces. In my opinion, 
that would be a serious mistake. Not only 
would one lose the achievements of the 
first generation of trail-blazing professors 
who have now reached their well-earned 
retirement, but it would suggest that the 
Swedish armed forces are out of step with 
their partners and allies abroad who are all 
broadening and academicising their mili-
tary education and research. It would, in 
short, make it more difficult for the armed 
forces to play a full and effective role in the 
world, in concert with international part-
ners. 

 That said, the College is in need of seri-
ous reform. It is too expensive. It has a tru-
ly astonishing ‘tail-to-teeth’ ratio. It suffers 
too much from a bureaucratic culture that 
persistently privileges process over product 
and that confuses planning with output. 
Culture and cost actively disincentivise re-
search output.25 A weak research culture 
prevents fresh ideas from flowering and 
as a result the teaching is much the poorer 
for it. There is a strong tendency for many 
parts of the College to shut themselves off 
from the outside world (how often have I 
heard at FHS that ‘you have to understand, 
in Sweden we do things differently’!) and 
concentrate on the debates of yesteryear – 
which a recent leader in the International 
Herald Tribune noted were also features 
of Swedish political society.26 These are 
characteristics that, of all Swedish institu-
tions, FHS can least afford to maintain. It 
is a truism that national defence no longer 
starts at national borders. The armed forc-
es require a top-notch education supported 
by top-notch research which is plugged in 
to the world and which prepares them for 
tackling an ill-defined and highly varied as-
sortment of threats. Time has not yet run 
out for Försvarshögskolan. The institution 
is still relatively wealthy. It can afford to 
attract talent, including visionary leader-
ship, which can implement an agenda for 
reform. However, if it chooses to continue 
down the current road, then the case for 
abolishing the College may soon become 
overwhelming. Surely, once a perception of 
unreasonably high cost gets wedded to a 
perception of persistent failure to perform 
and deliver, its days – even in Sweden – are 
numbered?

The author is a Professor in strategy at 
the Swedish National Defence College  in 
Stockholm.
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